2CV Charleston paint schemes, decorations, and details.
October 1980 (model year 1981):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Charleston in October 1980 as a limited-edition model, announced to be 8,000 cars
in Rouge Delage/Noir color scheme.
The primary color of the bodyshell is Rouge Delage, followed by masking and several areas of the
bodyshell then resprayed in secondary color Noir.
The primary color of the doors is Rouge Delage, followed by masking and the door bottoms then
resprayed in secondary color Noir.
The curved decals cover the joints between the two colors on the doors and A-pillars.
Silver single pinstripe decals on the body along the entire length of the top + trunk lid.
Silver double pinstripe decals on top of the doors.
The seats are covered with black/white “Garniture Jersey Pied de Coq” (Houndstooth fabric).
Wheels painted Rouge Delage.
Bumpers painted Gris Métallisée (paint code GVT or FVT).
The round headlight housings are painted Rouge Delage.
Headlight support bracket painted black.
Stainless steel hubcaps like Dyane 6 and Ami 8.
Aluminum trim on side sills like on earlier 2CV luxury versions.
Front grille with chromed surround and chromed chevrons.
No logo on the trunk lid (at least not on the car in the 1980 factory photos and sales leaflet).
As standard on all 2CV's at this time, it has front drum brakes.
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Factory photos, first Charleston version, fall 1980.
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From "Le Double Chevron" number 61, fall 1980.
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The first Charleston brochure, printed in August 1980.
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1981 transitional version (late model year 1981):
Interesting observations can be found in below road test from Auto Motor und Sport, issue 21/1981,
October 21, 1981. They are testing a Charleston with Rouge Delage headlight housings and Pied de Coq
seats. But also, it has a Charleston logo on the trunk lid and it has disc brakes which were introduced on all
2CV’s from PR 1666 (June 1, 1981), near the end of model year 1981.
The AMS article documents the existence of transitional Charleston version(s), having a mix of the original
model year 1981 limited-edition features, plus some later features. But not yet having all of the model year
1982 features.
The writer, Klaus Westrup, seems to have a well-informed source at Citroën: It’s reported that the initial
limited-edition run was only 1,500 cars and these were snapped up instantly by customers. Because of this
success, the Charleston was then phased in as a standard production model.
It must be assumed, that the mentioned initial 1,500 cars were the allocation for West Germany out of the
initial 8,000 cars announced.
Klaus Westrup is also well-informed about model year 1982 soon to appear with chromed headlights, gray
seats, and in a yellow/black version.
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July 1981 (model year 1982):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Charleston as a standard model in Rouge Delage/Noir.
The complex paint/decoration process of bodyshell and doors is unchanged from the special
edition model from the previous year.
The seats are covered with “Tissu jersey velours uni gris acier d’un motif surpiqué en forme de
losange”. (Gray fabric with diamond-pattern stitching).
Wheels painted Rouge Delage.
Bumpers painted Gris Métallisée (paint code GVT or FVT).
The round headlight housings are chromed.
Headlight support bracket painted black.
Stainless steel hubcaps like Dyane 6 and Ami 8.
Aluminum trim on side sills like on earlier 2CV luxury versions.
Front grille with chromed surround and chromed chevrons.
Silver logo with Rouge Delage print on the trunk lid.
As all other model year 1982 and later 2CV’s, it has front disc brakes.
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From “Le Double Chevron” number 64, summer 1981. No mention yet of a Jaune Hélios/Noir version.
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November 1981 (model year 1982)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Charleston as a standard model in Jaune Hélios/Noir.
The primary color of the bodyshell is Jaune Hélios, followed by masking and several areas of the
bodyshell then resprayed in secondary color Noir.
The primary color of the doors is Jaune Hélios, followed by masking and the door bottoms then
resprayed in secondary color Noir.
The curved decals cover the joints between the two colors on the doors and A-pillars.
Silver single pinstripe decals on the body along the entire length of the top + trunk lid.
Silver double pinstripe decals on top of the doors.
The seats are covered with “Tissu jersey velours uni gris acier d’un motif surpiqué en forme de
losange”. (Gray fabric with diamond-pattern stitching).
Wheels painted Jaune Hélios.
Bumpers painted Gris Métallisée (paint code GVT or FVT).
The round headlight housings are chromed.
Headlight support bracket painted black.
Stainless steel hubcaps like Dyane 6 and Ami 8.
Aluminum trim on side sills like on earlier 2CV luxury versions.
Front grille with chromed surround and chromed chevrons.
Silver logo with yellow print on the trunk lid.
As all other model year 1982 and later 2CV’s, it has front disc brakes.
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From “Le Double Chevron” number 66, winter 1981.
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July 1982 (model year 1983):
•
•

•

Rouge Delage/Noir version and Jaune Hélios/Noir version continues unchanged from model year
1982, except
New logos on the trunk lid from PR 2062 (July 2, 1982).

The Jaune Hélios/Noir version is discontinued before the end of model year 1983 (the parts
catalogues says that production ends by PR 2304 (March 1, 1983).
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July 1983 (model year 1984):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Charleston as a standard model in Gris Cormoran (light gray)/Gris Nocturne (dark
gray).
The primary color of the bodyshell is Gris Cormoran, followed by masking and several areas of the
bodyshell then resprayed in secondary color Gris Nocturne.
The primary color of the doors is Gris Cormoran, followed by masking and the door bottoms then
resprayed in secondary color Gris Nocturne.
The curved decals cover the joints between the two colors on the doors and A-pillars.
Silver single pinstripe decals on the body along the entire length of the top + trunk lid.
Dark gray (unique to this model) double pinstripe decals on top of the doors.
The seats are covered with “Tissu jersey velours uni gris acier d’un motif surpiqué en forme de
losange”. (Gray fabric with diamond-pattern stitching).
Bumpers and wheels painted Gris Métallisée (paint code GVT or FVT).
The round headlight housings are chromed.
Headlight support bracket painted black.
Stainless steel hubcaps like Dyane 6 and Ami 8.
Aluminum trim on side sills like on earlier 2CV luxury versions.
Front grille with black surround and chromed chevrons.
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From “Le Double Chevron” number 72, summer 1983.

The Rouge Delage/Noir version continues unchanged from model year 1983.

Paint and decals, model years 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984

Model year

* Primary bodyshell paint
** Secondary bodyshell paint
*** Decals

81-82-83-84

Primary door paint
Secondary door paint
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82-83

84

Rouge Delage

Jaune Hélios

Gris Cormoran

Noir

Noir

Gris Nocturne

Photos of the complex paint and decoration process, used on all Charleston versions of model years 1981,
1982, 1983, and 1984. This becomes simplified in three steps during model years 1985, 1986, and 1987.
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July 1984 (model year 1985):
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rouge Delage/Noir bodyshell paint scheme is reversed from PR 2793 (July 2, 1984). This is the first
paint/decoration process simplification.
The primary bodyshell color is now Noir. Quick identification tip: Look at the windscreen frame and
the rear license plate panel.
Only the two A-pillar sections above the curved stickers are repainted in secondary bodyshell color
Rouge Delage.
Doors are still painted the original way: The primary door color is Rouge Delage, followed by
masking and the door bottoms then repainted in secondary color Noir.
The curved decals cover the joints between the two colors on the doors and A-pillars.
Pinstripe decals on top of body and on top of doors are discontinued. Replaced by chromed plastic
trims, part number AZ 851-125a, on the rain gutters. See NT 84-221A (June 26, 1984). Vehicles for
Germany and Denmark had these rain gutter trims fitted already prior to model year 1985.

Gris Cormoran/Gris Nocturne bodyshell paint scheme is reversed from PR 2793 (July 2, 1984). This
is the first paint/decoration process simplification.
The primary bodyshell color is now Gris Nocturne. Quick identification tip: Look at the windscreen
frame and the rear license plate panel.
Only the two A-pillar sections above the curved stickers are repainted in secondary bodyshell color
Gris Cormoran.
Doors are still painted the original way: The primary door color is Gris Cormoran, followed by
masking and the door bottoms then repainted in secondary color Gris Nocturne.
The curved decals cover the joints between the two colors on the doors and A-pillars.
Pinstripe decals on top of body and on top of doors are discontinued. Replaced by chromed plastic
trims, part number AZ 851-125a, on the rain gutters. See NT 84-221A (June 26, 1984). Vehicles for
Germany and Denmark had these rain gutter trims fitted already prior to model year 1985).
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•

Wheel and bumper colors, upholstery, chromed headlight housings, and other trim continues
unchanged from previous year.

Paint and decals, starting July 2, 1984, model year 1985

* Primary bodyshell paint
** Secondary bodyshell paint
*** Decals

Secondary door paint
Primary door paint
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Noir

Gris Nocturne

Rouge Delage

Gris Cormoran

July 1985 (model year 1986)
•

•
•

The second paint/decoration simplification happens sometime around July 1985. The precise date
cannot be determined because the parts microfiches MIC1116 and MIC1117 are not accurate on
this matter. Based on observations of photos and unrestored cars, the date can be narrowed
down to between PR 3084 (April 19, 1985) and PR 3279 (October 31, 1985):
The decoration on the A-pillar panes changes to a large decal, thus eliminating the need for
painting the A-pillar panels in a secondary color.
This is a major simplification, eliminating entirely the need for painting the bodyshell in two colors.
The doors are still painted in two colors.

Paint and decals, starting sometime around July 1985.

* Single bodyshell paint
**
*** Decals

Secondary door paint
Primary door paint

Noir

Gris Nocturne

Rouge Delage

Gris Cormoran

July 1986 (model year 1987)
•
•

The third and final paint/decoration simplification happens from PR 3584 (September 1, 1986).
Source MIC1117:
The door decorations change to large decals covering the entire bottom part of the doors, thus
eliminating the need for painting the doors in two colors.

Paint and decals, starting September 1, 1986, during model year 1987

* Single bodyshell paint
**
*** Decals

Single door paint
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Noir

Gris Nocturne

Rouge Delage

Gris Cormoran

July 1987 (model year 1988):
•

Citroën logo on trunk lid loses its Chevrons from July 1987 (model year 1988) and on. Not only on
2CV, but on all Citroëns.

•
•
•

Production ends at Levallois on February 29, 1988.
Production continue unchanged at Mangualde.
The logic of always having a black headlight support bracket on Charlestons seems to start fading
from around model year 1985, when also dark gray as well as light gray brackets were observed.

July 1988 (model year 1989):
•

No changes.

July 1989 (model year 1990):
•
•
•
•

•

Noise abatement on all 2CV's, in order to comply with new CEE noise limit of 78 dB instead of
previously 80 dB. Mentioned in NT 89-233A (July 17, 1989) as new items for model year 1990.
Parts catalogue MIC1117 is inaccurate with many of these noise abatement details. The chassis
changes at PR 4557 (May 1, 1989), and the fan belt changes at PR 4496 (March 1, 1989).
So, despite the wording in NT 89-233A, it appears that at least some of these changes happened
during model year 1989.
These noise abatement items existed already from PR 2123 (September 1, 1982) on 2CV's for the
Swiss market. Mentioned in NT 86-226A (December 22, 1986).

Production ends at Mangualde on July 27, 1990.
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Typical factory markings:

Firewall on a Levallois-built model year 1988 Rouge Delage/Noir Charleston:
Color codes "EKA" = Rouge Delage and "EXY" = Noir.
"AM 88" meaning Année Modèle (model year) 1988. The AM stamp is not present on all markets.
"3986" is the PR-number = manufacturing date October 8, 1987.

Firewall on a Mangualde-built model year 1990 Rouge Delage/Noir Charleston:
Color codes "EKA" = Rouge Delage and "EXY" = Noir.
"AM 90" meaning Année Modèle (model year) 1990. The AM stamp is not present on all markets.
"4833" is the PR-number = manufacturing date February 1, 1990.
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Special equipment for West Germany:
Many Charlestons were manufactured for the West German market. These cars have market specific details
such as larger window washer bottle fitted to the right on the firewall, adjustable driver’s seat back, plastic
protectors on front and rear bumper corners and on front overriders, plastic protectors on front door
hinges, protectors on sun roof bracket and clasps, protectors along upper bodyshell edge and across upper
body crossmember, plastic protectors on rain gutters, A 06/664 engine with low compression ratio 7.9:1 for
RON 91 fuel, “Leer-Beladen” sticker on headlamp adjuster knob, reversing light (from June 1986), headlight
flasher stalk, etc.
These "safety" or "luxury" details are however not Charleston-specific, but were fitted simultaneously also
on the 2CV 6 Club versions for West Germany. Some introduction dates for these details can be identified
in the microfiche parts catalogues, but not all dates are documented.
Equipment for West Germany shown below with photos from various cars (a mix of Club and Charleston
photos):

Black protector on sunroof bracket hinge. Light gray protector along
the top edge of the bodyshell. The latter from PR 2426 (July 1, 1983)

Rubber-covered protectors over sunroof clasps.
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Protectors on front door hinges.
From January 1981.

"Leer-Beladen" sticker on headlamp adjuster.

Details visible in West Germany brochure from January 1985. Plastic protector on crossmember from
PR 1515 (Jan. 1, 1981).

VIN-plate with the West Germany specific
ABE-Nr. 7571/1 (Allgemeine Betriebserlaubnis).

Driver's seat back adjuster.
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Protective chromed plastic trim AZ 851-125a on
rain gutter. See also note under Charleston
model year 1985. cover.

Reversing lamp from PR 3493 (June 2, 1986). The
switch for this lamp is integrated in the rear gearbox
cover. This rear gearbox cover and switch was also
fitted on Méhari USA versions around 1970.

Protectors on front bumper corners and on overriders, and protectors on rear bumper corners.
From November 1980 or from PR 1515 (Jan. 1, 1981) - the sources are ambiguous.
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Headlamp flasher stalk.

Large window washer tank. From PR 1515 (January 1, 1981). The holes for the standard small tank next to
the battery are sealed with two small rubber plugs.

West Germany engine labels on A 06/664 engine. "Taux reduit 7-9" = "Reduced compression ratio" 7.9:1.
From PR 3157 (July 1, 1985).
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West Germany engine labels. Engine type A 06/664.
From PR 3157 (July 1, 1985).

Headlight adjuster with "0-1-M" indicator. Mentioned in NT 89-233A (July 17, 1989) as introduced for West
Germany for model year 1990. A precise introduction date is not listed in MIC1117.

--------------------------------

Version: October 2, 2021
Comments, corrections, suggestions, and additions will be much appreciated. Thank you!
Gert Bue Larsen
gbl@privat.dk
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